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" sweet Shakespeare " side of the Bard, All you say on
that hea,d is valuable and rather revealing to me. You
do succeed in making him a clearer figure to me.l almost
see him. But too much Falstaff—much too much. Yes,
I saw how you dragged England1 in by the ears whenever
you happened to remember her. Hence perhaps (partly)
your obsession about Prince Hal.
Love to Ruth ajid tell her I thought her review seemed
quite good. Delighted that she, too, like her papa,
frowns at the " highbrow " and apparently prefers the
" unsophisticated man ". " I know what I like," says the
U.M. " I wish you didn't," is the inevitable reply. For
then there might be a chance for the poor fellow*
I am glad you give in about ,W.S. on Music. Anyway,
I shall try and read some more of him this winter.
Love also to Sarah and Jane*
Now to bed.
To Rev. JF. G. Ellerton '	December 7,1929
... Ap,d now a word about yourself. I am so glad you
feel able to think of staying on, and am sure Parish and
Deanery and Diocese will rejoice.
. . . You must now look back happily on the ex-
ceptional affection you won from the Ellesmere folk; and
are evidently now winning from your parishoners—
especially the children, I expect—and neighbours at
Tardebigge.
Now a sentence or two about Shakespeare. You wildly
misunderstand what I write: even about Shylock: and
more about Richard II a.nd Henry V. I only went into
the matter because Yeats, etc., said that W.S. greatly pre-
ferred Richard II to Henry V. My answer is that if he
had he would have made us do so. They argue that
because Richard II is a more interesting and poetic
creation therefore Shakespeare preferred that kind of
man. You might as well say Dickens preferred such a
1 The book belonged to the English Heritage scries.

